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WE - professionals in the ﬁeld of architecture and engineering with an important role
in the international architecture community, CONSCIOUS about the speciﬁc issues of the
contemporary society, culture and politics adhere to SHARE SOCIETY to ﬁnd the premises
for a better environment, beneﬁt from each one's diﬀerences, share our experiences and
extend knowledge and expertise.
SHARE SOCIETY as an exclusive group has made its MISSION to UNITE THE
ARCHITECTURE WORLD within a framework through which architects can confront ideas
and conceptions, acting as a catalyst for debates and actions, a closed community access
based on recognized membership granted by excellency.
We will combine our eﬀorts to accomplish these OBJECTIVES:
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

represent architecture of high quality on an international and governmental/
administrative level as well as supporting each member's professional structure;
engaging young architects and local practitioners in developing customer
architectural projects worldwide in collaboration with known architects and members
of SHARE Society;
strengthen our East-West European communication mission between ShareArchitects members;
transfer of know-how and ideas between members;
promoting the professional expertise of the profession in society and the
advancement of Architecture;
ensure free exchange, mobility and solidarity;
promote a continuing architectural education of the highest quality;
encouraging new ideas and concepts in architectural design and developing
common projects;
providing a common discussion space, oﬄine and online through meetings,
conferences, SHARE-Activities.

These will be achieved through a dedicated WEB PLATFORM acting as a networking
device.
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CHAPTER I
PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES
A
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The Purposes of the SHARE SOCIETY are:
to ﬁnd ways to communicate, share and exchange values, know-how and examples of
good practices between East and West with the idea in mind of an inclusive, free and
conscious professional environment to work in, to represent architectural excellency in our
built environment and to open the possibility to work and create better in a context that
beneﬁts from administrative, political and investor's support.
A
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The Organization and its Members, in pursuit of the Purposes stated in Article 1, shall act
in accordance with the following Principles.
Ÿ The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.
Ÿ All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the rights and beneﬁts resulting from
membership, shall fulﬁll in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance
with the present Charter.

CHAPTER II
MEMBERSHIP
A
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The original Members of the SHARE SOCIETY shall be individuals which, having
participated in SHARE Conferences organized by ProEvent Association during time, or
having previously signed the present Charter and ratify it in accordance. In exceptional
situations, at the ProEvent Association's proposal, outside members can be prescribed and
recognized.
A
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Membership in the SHARE SOCIETY is open to all who accept the obligations contained
in the present Charter and are able and willing to carry out these obligations.
Ÿ he or she is a professional in the ﬁeld of architecture and engineering;
Ÿ he or she has taken part in our conferences as a speaker/ guest-speaker and is an
active member of the SHARE Community.
A
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Member beneﬁts:
Ÿ Acquiring a recognized membership certiﬁcate;
Ÿ Technical support through the Share-Architects platform;
Ÿ Collaboration at the level of Central and Eastern Europe between Share-Architects
members;
Ÿ Collaboration with young architects in order to develop common projects;
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Ÿ
Ÿ

A

The ability to develop customer architectural projects worldwide;
Real time access to architectural interest information;
Organizing conferences/ architectural forums- provides an international recognition
opportunity;
Obtaining a rank of Ambassador in the profession;
Possibility to have a presentation page (where own projects, works, etc. can be
introduced);
Opportunity to increase the number of partners in the ﬁeld and to establish long-term
relationships with Central and Eastern Europe;
Unlimited access to live streaming sessions, etc.;
Transfer of know-how and ideas between members.
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A member may resign from his/ her membership by sending a written notice to the
secretary. Thus, the resignation will be reported to ProEvent Association. The resignation
shall become eﬀective on the date that it is accepted.
A
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As respect to the Subscriptions and Entrance Fees, the accession is free of charge.

CHAPTER III
ATTRIBUTIONS AND POWERS
A
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The main attributions of the SHARE Society Members are:
To complete a proﬁle on the web platform and keep updating it accordingly;
Diﬀerent aspects of the internal organization can be interrogated within the
community. Members entitled to attend the quiz shall have one vote upon each
question which is put to their attention.

Ÿ
Ÿ

A
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SHARE Society Members are entitled to:
put the Society badge/ logo on the personal visual identiﬁcation elements/ business
card in order to prove their ownership to this exclusive club.

Ÿ

A
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ProEvent Association as the initiator of the project may grant diplomas, certiﬁcates or
other forms of recognition.
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CHAPTER IV
MEETINGS
A
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Meetings of the members of the SHARE Society will take place not only during the
conferences organized in the 10 locations in Eastern and Center Europe, but also on other
occasions proposed by the organizers, namely, weekends of architecture or summer
schools.

CHAPTER V
THE PLATFORM
for Continuous Education and Collaborative Work
made by share-architects.com
A
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The main purpose of this platform is:
to facilitate the access to architectural services oﬀered by consecrated architects from
Central and Eastern Europe to global clients. At the same time, this project tends to expand
the geographic area where users who are looking for architectural or design projects can
identify professionals in the ﬁeld willing to oﬀer their services. It operates in Central and
Eastern Europe, AB Plus events being the promoter of this concept through organized
SHARE events. The platform also combines an eCommerce platform for limited-range
objects, manufactured by local architects and designers, that are made available to
customers- a novelty in this area. At the same time, the platform is helping architects with
recruiting young specialists who are able to perform activities under guidance.
A
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The main role of the platform lies in the following activities:
for platform customers, to facilitate access to architectural services oﬀered by
architects from Central and Eastern Europe to global clients;
Ÿ for the consecrated architects, exposure to a Western market, ﬁnancially developed
and with a culture of consumption of architectural / design services more evolved,
also to facilitate the creation and management of teams of young architects to work in
architectural / design projects;
Ÿ for young architects to facilitate access to international projects through which they
develop their abilities; a network between them; a source of income;
Ÿ for product suppliers, the role of the platform is to give them access to a wider market
at European level.
Ÿ
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CHAPTER VI
SHARE FELLOW SOCIETY
A
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SHARE FELLOW SOCIETY is a society that oﬀers us the opportunity to recognize
authorized members who have an important role in the international architecture
community by uniting them in an exclusive club. The main goal is to create a community
whose members enjoy a special status- Fellow SHARE.
A
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Its main objectives are:
Ÿ Creating a closed community, access based on recognized membership;
Ÿ Creating relationships based on dialogue, empathic behavior (due to belonging to a
common entity);
Ÿ Obtaining a special status by members (certiﬁcate);
Ÿ Integration into the subscription platform;
Ÿ Providing a common discussion space, online and oﬄine through our meetings and
SHARE Activities.
A
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Getting the status of Fellow Share is done by recruitment of the members of SHARE
Society that has as a main criterion the focus on the contributions of the architects who have
brought positive changes in the society, the community and to the general public.

CHAPTER VII
CCA-CEE
Consultative Council of Architects in Central and Eastern Europe
A
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SHARE conferences become the perfect occasion to discuss common and speciﬁc
issues regarding the built environment in Central and Eastern Europe. In this context, SHARE
Bucharest 2017 set the premises of a regional organization of architects, members of the
architects national chambers and the most representative professional association in the
region, which later became the Consultative Council of Architects in Central and Eastern
Europe CCA-CEE. The CCA – CEE met oﬃcially during the ﬁrst Serbian edition of the SHARE
International Architecture and Engineering Forum in Belgrade, on April 23rd, at the
headquarters of the Union of Architects of Serbia.
The founding members of this council are Armand VOKSHI, President of the Albanian
Architects' Association, Borislav IGNATOV, President of the Chamber of Architects in
Bulgaria, Evangelos LYROUDIAS, Representative Member of the President of the Technical
Chamber of Greece, Astrit NIXHA, President of the Association of Architects of Kosovo,
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Martin PANOVSKI, President of the Association of Architects of Macedonia FYROM, Filip
ALEKSIC, President of the Association of Architects of Montenegro, Șerban ȚIGĂNAȘ,
President of the Order of Architects in Romania, Milan ĐURIĆ, President of the Union of
Architects of Serbia, Dean LAH, Representative Member of the President of The Chamber of
Architecture and Spatial Planning of Slovenia, and Florin MINDIRIGIU, President of PRO
event Association.
A
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Another relevant point of view raised by all present members in Belgrade was the
necessity and the imperative of an open society aiming to bring together and join forces with
as many architectural associations in Central and Eastern Europe as possible – in order to
create an association of leaders – and this implies all the strength and deciseveness,
awareness and ethics, professionalism and representativeness such a professional entity
can embody for its goals to become relevant on an international level. Therefore CCA-CEE
extends an invitation to other leaders of local, regional or national architecture associations
to take part in this dialogue opened from now on between CCA-CEE founding members

CHAPTER VIII
THE SECRETARIAT
A
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The Secretariat shall be appointed by the Pro Event Association.
CONTACT US
SHARE Community
R
G
hub@abplusevents.com

PRO Event Association
E
M
President
eusebia@mindirigiu.ro

SHARE Events
D
B
share@abplusevents.com

SHARE Society
I
M
society@share-architects.com
SHARE Publishing
A
M
ă
publishing@abplusevents.com
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